









Coaster 650 Barracuda
PRO







































The Barracuda at a glance: 

Based on the hull of the famous Coaster 650, the Barracuda PRO has the same 
navigability as the best-selling rubber boat in the 6m segment.

A versatile deck allows for both pleasure and fishing use, complementing its image 
as a perfect for all uses RHIB. Finally, various accessories and standard equipment 
complete the particular and unique one of a kind deck disposition for this 
spectacular fishing boat.

Pillows on sides for combat

T-Top included in the price with rod holder

Various rocket holders
Fiberglass Nose

Bow Live tank
Multiple seat with storage 
and fridge predisposition

Sides for rod holders.

Various Accessories

Standard aft platform 
with ladder









Standard Issue
Paddle Lt.110 aft tank with a recycle pump

Inflator Anchor storage compartment at the Bow

Repair Kit Caught fish storage area under deck.

User Manual + CE Certificate Navigation Lights & 360º White Light (LED)

Pillow Set + Driving Seat Various inspection doors

Console with Windshield Lifting Hooks

Stainless Steel and VTR T-Top with Lights 
(LED) High pressure bridge washing (sea water)

Hydraulic steering 12 Volt sockets.

Fuel Tank Lt.175 Drawer for Lures

Water Tank Lt.70 Adjustable Lighting Set (LED)

Stern Platform With Ladder Fresh water shower

Sink with tap (fresh / salt water) Utilities Panel (various functions)

Water recirculation timer in live tanks

Optional Issue
Boat Cover Sheet

Console covers

Electric Windlass with Anchor & Chain

Pressure gauge

Live bait tank Lt.60 with recycle pump and 
lighting (LED) at the bow.

Dock Side Charger 220 Volt.

Side console windows & covers in PVC

Fished fish storage compartment at the bow

Sliding Windshield

Rocket Holders

Predisposition for electric motor mounted on 
bow nose

Aft bulkhead to prevent water entry

Big Bow Nose for electric windlass

Sundeck extension + cushion

Public Price: €29,000.00 + VAT









The Bow:

—————-


The extreme bow has a large and wide fibreglass platform also 
suitable for the installation of a stall motor.


The sundeck is large and spacious. Reduced in length, compared to a 
standard Coaster 650, it still maintains a large sunbathing area for 

when waiting anxiously for a bite.

Prolongable thanks to two small, independent one from the other (for 
a simpler and less voluminous stowage), sundeck extensions making 

it suitable for 2-people to lay down with ease.

The big bow cushion is formed around the rocket doors and the 

sundeck conceals 2 large and deep storage areas under it: the first for 
the anchor and the second deep and wide as the hull, for fished fish. 

Both storage areas are self-draining.


Towards the console, the deck/s floor hides a sealed door for 
stowage of materials of common use such as towels or bags. On 
request, a removable tank may be placed inside in order to allow 

storage of dead bait or other fishing equipment.










 In front of the Console:

—————-


The console seat is comfortable and ergonomic, favoring on each side of the 
same, a wide passage towards the stern at 360º. Under the console seat, a locker 

(with standard and fixed tank) provides extra storage space. On request, such 
tank (already standard) is transformed into a live bait tank in the bow with a 

transparent plexiglass opening and standard recycle / load pump.

The backrest conceals the technical space inside where the batteries are placed.


A windshield protects the captain from the bow wind and thanks to the t-top 
(standard) in fiberglass and INOX, he is provided with absolute protection in 

navigation. Add the optional sliding glass towards the bow and the side curtains 
of protection and you will have a semi cabin suitable also for winter navigation.












The Captain’s Seat 
—————-


The driving seat has a multi-functional use. Thanks to its double lid it 
provides space inside for a Lt.45 refrigerator, both in the extractable 

and fixed cooler box version with compressor.


Just under the seating cushion a storage space for minute items such 
as documents, cell phone hooks, weights etc. characterises such 

module.

The seat has a double use and acts as a backrest for standup driving 
(complemented by the footrest in the console) or by a normal sitting 

driving position. The backrest cushion does not follow the shape of the 
stainless steel handrail specifically to leave room for grip on both sides.






Live Bait Tank: 
—————-


At the Aft of the captain’s seat ,4 welded rod holders provide additional space 
for resting rods (as well as on the T-top). Just next to it lays a large live bait 

tank of Lt.110 with a recycle pump. This tank has an opening inspection door 
in transparent plexiglass and is surmounted by a comfortable cushion that 

turns it into a practical seat for navigation.









Rode Holding Platforms: 
—————-


Optional, the Barracuda offers applicable fiberglass platforms which may be 
placed on the tubes. Said platforms are ideal for placing a rod holder on a solid & 
strong base. They are objectively very versatile rod-holder as they can be placed 

anywhere on the tube at your best convenience.


As for the places to install the other active rod holders, the stern is the part 
chosen by Barracuda. Fiberglass sides characterise both sides of the boat and 
are structural to the deck ensuring greater strength, stability and tightness. 2 
stainless steel handrails provide an extra grip point on both sides. Combat 

cushions provide a secure support for the knees while an continuous raised 
border, all around the upper part of the platform, provides additional security for 

objects resting on them in order not to be lost at sea when waves strike.


Both platforms can be accessed by inspection holes located under the fighting 
cushions. The latter are attached to the fiberglass bulkheads with special and 

extremely practical hooks that allow for easy removal (when necessary) but will 
never release during a fight.












The Stern: 
—————-


The stern tread has a very large inspection hatch. This hatch gives 
access to a 2m long locker (calculating the length from the transom to 
the console bulkhead). Being an OPEN, no aft edge or wall impedes 

movement at the stern providing ample walkway space. Two side boxes 
on both sides (characterised by the respective inspection hatches) give 

access to the various boat pumps for quick inspection and 
maintenance. In addition to this, they host respectively the freshwater 
shower on the right and the high pressure pump with quick connection 
on the left. Remaining on the right bulkhead, a sink made of fiberglass 
with a stainless steel faucet acts as an object holder or a quick sink to 
clean hands or tools with fresh or salt water. Reinforced rocket holders 

are present towards the stern.






Technical Specifications
Length All Out 6,70

Beam (inflated) 2,55

Inside Length 5,45

Beam (deflated) 1,42

Tubes Diameter 55cm

Tubes Pressure 0,30 atm

Dry Weight 650 kg

Air Chambers 6

Max People On Board 12

Max Motor Power Kw. 166 (225 HP) 

Motor Shaft Length XL

Hull Fiberglass

Self Draining Yes

Compartments 7

Design Category C

Trailerable Inflated






JokerBoat srl

Via S.Maria 98, 20093, Cologno Monzese (MI0


P.Iva: 05606370962

www.Jokerboat.it/info@jokerboat.it

ADDRESS & CONTACT DETAILS

Attica – 3rd km. Leoforos Varis – Koropiou 92
Koropi 19400 – GREECE
1 km. After the tunnel to Vari
or 1700 meters after the school cadets.

Tel & FAX: 210 897 59 31 Mobile: 6944 565 769

e-mail : info@divingmarine.com


